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GSX Monitor & Analyzer is a powerful and intuitive solution that

BENEFITS

allows IT managers and administrators to proactively manage
the entire collaboration environment of their organization.
GSX Analyzer extends the powerful functionality of GSX Monitor
by enabling you to create extensive automated reports based on
the results, statistics and user perspective collected by GSX
Monitor.
GSX Analyzer uses the data captured by GSX Monitor to
generate a range of Trend Reports and performance metrics that
help you to understand the usage and performance of your

●

Identify and understand key

trends and performance metrics
●

Manage capacity, forecast and

ensure maximum efficiency with
minimum overhead
●

Check the overall health of

servers. By highlighting changes and patterns, the reports

your messaging, mobile and

enable you to pinpoint potential problems and prioritize them

collaborative environments

for attention before your service is impacted. The extensive
reporting features allow you to identify trends, manage capacity

●

Keep track of your Key

requirements, forecast and understand the overall health of

Performance Indicators (KPI) and

your collaborative environment. You can generate consolidated,

your Service Level Agreements (SLA)

consistent reports for all the components in your infrastructure

easily

regardless of technology.
GSX Analyzer includes a wide range of pre-configured report
templates that you can use as they are or customize them to
align with your organization’s specific requirements.

GSX Analyzer Profiles
This

feature

enables

administrators

GSX Analyzer Trend Reports
to

filter,

This feature enables administrators to track the

organize, manage and distribute information.
Profiles ensure that the right information is shared

performance of selected statistics over a period of
time. Trend Reports can be created on demand or

with the right people in a secure and structured
manner.

scheduled and delivered automatically to one or more
recipients, to an FTP server or a local folder. Trend

Profiles can be used to filter information by
company, by customer, by location, by server or by
any other user-defined “tag”.
You can share Trend Report templates across all your
profiles. You can also disable obsolete profiles, while
still retaining all the reports associated with that
profile.

GSX Analyzer Environmental Health
This feature provides an overview of the health of
your entire collaborative environment. Use
Environmental Health to compare the performance
of SLAs and KPIs across all the servers in your
environment. With Environmental Health Reports you
can instantly and easily compare key metrics across
all of your servers. This means that you can rapidly
identify issues with servers and prioritize them for
attention.

Reports highlight changes and patterns, helping
administrators and managers to understand the past
performance of the servers and services.
In addition to understanding past performance, you
can also use
performance.

Trend

Reports to

predict

future

GSX Analyzer’s powerful forecasting feature
eliminates the need for manual operations and enables
you to
plan future capacity
requirements.
Administrators and IT managers can identify potential
future problems and take action proactively.

